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CASE RECORD

14.8.89

•

•

Dave Carter and IIIYSelf met with !"~~:~;-.! today to talk with him about
the incidents around Rochdale Bus--Station. [~~-~~~-\ was very clingy and
unc0111111unicative for a period of time and didn·•·t - really want to talk
about the matter and certainly did not want to talk to the police
about it. In the end it was decided to rearrange the police
interview for the next day and to concentrate on spending time with
[;~~;;~i to allow him time and space to talk about Rochdale Toildts. In
'tiie" end [~~~~;~: did say that he had been involved with a man at
Rochdale···ai.IS Station who apparently worked part time in a care
nearby. He had a moustache and black hair and was in his early
30s. f.~i:~0} adm1tted that he had got money from him for the naughty
things he did with him. Apparently they went to a hut near
Shopping Oiant .~~r park. Apparently he went on one occasion with
r-······-·-R"a:~i~6~~~~~---J. He also made some suggestion that r-·····-R.·o~A-2"4···-·-·;
~ciay-·have been involved. Tnese incidents occurred app'a rerft!y-·rairly
recently within the last two months. He found the whole experience
extremely difficult and did not want to verbalise in detail what he
actually did although it would seem that he did admit to
masturbating the man. Eventually [~i~1E.] agreed that he would talk
with the police about this. We validated his feelings of anxiety
and confusion about the incidents and emphasised that he was not to
blame for what had occurred and that the adults concerned were
wrong in involving him in these activities. Also thanked him for
havi!J& ..tb.e....c.aur,age to tell us about it. Before we left emphasised
to r···· DPA
i that it would be important to monitor r~~--~~;iand offer
support:.to···hJi·-given the nature of our discussions wi ~h-·htm.

15.8.89
Met with r~;;~~;-~\ at r···-·-····-op-A·--·-···-\ and went with him to the NSPCC
building.'·····wilere"·we--me·t·-~itce officers to disctms the toilet
incidents with them. r~·~:~1~1 was prepared to go in the building and
sit in the room.
·-·····-·HARRY LYRRIMH
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